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Theater To Decide Leader
Deciding the question as to who is
the best debater developed in the school
during the past year, the Bothwell
Trophy Debate will be held next Monday evening in the Little Theater at
eight o’clock with six of the leading
debaters chosen for the annual tilt.
Katherine Hodges, Eleanor Yates,
Richard Frank, Charles Pinkham, Bill
Jones and J.D. Strauss will be assigned some phase of the planned economy in connection with the IsIRA and
will have from eight o’clock Monday
morning until eight o’clock that night
Is prepare their speeches for the contest.
Of the six participating Monday
evening, two have been recognized for
their outstanding ability by being chosen for the second consecutive year to
the roster for this debate. This is the
first time that such an honor has been
bestowed on anyone, and it is expected
that both will be high on the list of
(Continued on Page Three)

Y.M. To Hold Feed On
Monday Evening
All the students who have filed apphcations, and all those students interested in vatc.A. work are invited to
attend the feed and get together Monday es going at 5:30 in Room 1 of the
Art building.
The purpose of the dinner is to ac_
quaint all students in the school who
are planning to participate in
work or programs, and it is expected
that a inia. gathering will attend the
dinner shah will last until 7 p.m.
Ticket, may be purchased for 13 cents
front Jot I Carter, George Wightman
Bud: Es sr Tom Gifford, and Jim’
unlap, a,. well as the president, Bill
Jane.

4,,

A Cappella Choir To
Sing At Stanford
Fraturit.te Schreck’s "Motet for Advent", the San Jose State College A
Cappella Choir will present a Program
Oh the Stanford Memorial Church an
May 29 under the direction of William
Erlendson There will be three
groups
With four numbers in each group.
"Motet for Advent" will be sung
by tato full choirs of
eight parts each,
and a special quartet.
The A Cappella choir of 55 voices
will also feature "In Heaven Above"
by Christiansen, with Emil Miland as
tenor soloist.

:ANAL DEFECTIVE

A student body card and a date is all
that you need Saturday night.
Then from nine to twelve you can
dance in the Men’s Gym to the lilting
strains of Mel McDonald’s noted orchestraplus enjoying a line of intermission numbers second to no dance
given this year.
Elmer Stoll, general chairman of this
dance, is intending to make this, his
next to the last student affair this quarter, the host he has done so farwhich
is saying more than plenty, judging
from the former entertainments he has
headed. And to fulfill this Mel McDonald and the committee has arranged
five intermission numbers to entertain
between dances.

Heading this group is Ray Ferrin,
former orchestra leader who besides
being a baton weilder, posseses a fine
voice. His piece hasn’t yet linen decided,
but anything will be a hit.
Another between -the-dances-artist is
Margie Jane, who will splinter the hardwood with two Lapping feet a la Bill
Richardson.
Tommy Gifford, well-known vocalist
and imitator, who aided the Spardi
Gras Revelries radio skit with his
Rudy Vallee is slated to do some more
impersonations or renditions of popular
songs.
Then to carry on the entertainment
along the torrid lines Bernice "Torchy"
Hornbeck .has arrangements of two
currently favorite fast numbers, our old
standby "Dinah" and "I Just Couldn’t Take It Baby" both of which have
been done before in the same dance
(Continued on Page Four)

Italian Society Will
Hold Picnic On May
29 At Lion’s Den
.
,Ot,,-h,..,,ouict h .n a
picnic in the Lion’s lien next Tuesday
evening, May 21. Tramportation will
be furnished to all college students
wishing to go. All ,.,ts still leave from

Frank Yearian, who served as election
judge for the constitution voting, has
been appointed to the some position
for the election of the council next
Monday.
Yearian is a member of Spartan
Knights and has been active in student
affairs all during his college career.
Frank Yearian has appointed Angelo
Covello and Helen Tracy as assistant
election judges for Monday.
At Big Bear Lake, one of the sites of
Over fifteen hundred votes are estimated, according to Yearian, because the West Coast School of Nature Study,
the members of the school will be
of so many running.
guests of Stillwell’s, one of the outstanding resorts of the lake.
ELECTION RULES
Their reputation as host extends over
An explanation of the procedure for the election on Monday a period of three generations. Most of
is given below for the benefit of the accommodations are rustic cabins
containing one to four rooms, usually
prospective voters.
I. Vote for seven in the first with one double bed in each room. Amelection (Monday). The seven ple community showers and toilets are
highest will be the members of available.
the Executive Council.
There are a limited number of rooms
2. All those on the Executive with both accommodations containing
Council -Elect who fulfill require- double beds, etc. Further data on the
ments may run for either presi- cost, etc may be had by communicating
dent or vice-president. A majorwith Gertrude’ W. Moore, San Jose
ity is necessary for election.
State College.
3 A third election will be held
At Fallen Leaf Lake, the members of
only when any one candidate fails
the party will be guests of Fallen Leaf
to get a majority in the second
Lodge. Their reputation as host is naelection.
tion-wide. Most of the accommodaPolls will be open from eight
tions at Fallen Leaf Lodge are rustic
to five o’clock.
ones and two room cabins with connecting bath.
All cabin and lodge rooms contain
one, or three single beds.
Bedding, towels, and soap are furnished at both Stillwell’s and Fallen
Leaf Lodge.
The cost of the trips to Fallen Leaf

West Coast School
Will Be Guests At
Stillwell’s Resort

A. lit/. S. Will Hold
Nominations On.
Tuesday

Kay Kronkite will perform at an
important meeting of the Associated
Women Students next Tuesday, May 20
in Room 17 Nominations of A.W.S.
officers for the coming year will be
business of the meeting.
the main
sCandidate for President, Vice-president,
Secretary, Treasurer, and Reporter will
be nominated, for the election to be
held the following week.
These officers will form the nucleus of
the A. W. S. Council, which is the executive body of the associated women

(Continued on Page Three)

Joel Carter Staging
Mass Meeting Today
At Noon In Quad

Barbecued
Main
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Feature;
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Be

Rudolph

Engfer To Have

Charge

Coach McDonald May Lend
Corn Cob

Pipe To Frat

For Event, States President
As a final social event for this
quarter, Sigma Gamma Omega fraternity will honor their graduation members with a barbecue at Eddie Olmstead’s cabin at the Redwood Estates,
June 2nd.
With the success of the last barbecue, Rudolph Engfer, president of
SGO, guarantees another enjoyable
time, plus plenty of good thing to
eat. Steaks will be offered again IF the:
form of burnt offerings.
It is interesting to know that efforts
are being made to secure Coach Hovey
McDonald’s corn -cob pipe to barbecue
the steaks. It has been reported that
his pipe has a delicate aroma, which
would enhance the flavor of the viands.
This is purely tentative, but every
string will be pulled in order to get thig
smoking burner.
All those planning to attend should be
at Eddie Olmstead’s place by 7:30, at
which time the steaks will be served
After the dishes have been cleared away,
the balance of the evening will be devoted to dancing. Intermission numbers
will be in charge of Frank Covello and
Clarence Naas. Frankie’s previous work
will be sufficient recommendation for
this job.
All inactive members of SGO are invited to get in touch with Rudolph
Engfer before Friday, June tat if they
plan to attend the affair. No bids will
be sold as the affair is purely invitational.

Joel Carter, popular speech major,
will be in charge of a Mass Meeting to be held in the Quad today, 12:30.
It has bun decided that it would help
the Seventh Street tntrance at 6 p.m.
students learn something about the stuI sharp.
dents who are running for office, and
Tickets for tic picnic may be ohget some ideas on what the new contamed from Vitnant Giordano, president
In order that everyone might know
stitution
is attempting to accomplish.
Arceri, and John students.
of the society.
Julia Broschart is in charge of the It is hoped that all candidates will at- the location of the College Y.W.CA.,
Portera. The prio: oi the tickets for
that
organization has hung up a sign
Proelam, and promised in addition to tend so that they may indicate their
college students is 15 Teats, and for out
dance several other qualifications as well as give the stu- !outside of its office in Room 14 of the
riot registered , Miss Kronkite’s
Main
Building. The sign was made by
:numbers will be offered for the enter- dents a chance to see them in action.
in the college mu4 be accompanied by
If you are interested in the coming the industrial arts and art departments.
tainment of those attending.
tickets
These
a member of the club.
The sign is especially useful at this
Pre: idents of all campus women’s election, you should be there.
must be purcha:d Leiore Monday, at
time, with alumni day approaching. An
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; Room, and visitors will be enabled to
meeting, and if possible the
working hard to portant
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find the office more easily, as it has
members of each society are urged to
make this a great suct,s, and a good
changed its location since many of the
Pritchard, peenEvelyn
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time is promised to all who come.
Miss Emily DeVore’s K. P. Group alumni were students.
cut president of A.W.S., will preside.
Hooks from the lower edge will envoted the weiner roast held Tuesday
NOTICE
L 0 S T
evening at Alum Rock Park one of able publicity and notices to be suspenThe pictures of the 1934 Spardi the most successful events they have ded from it.
REWARD I The sentimental person
will be shown for the last time held.
who lost the high school ring Mon- Gras
It was given in honor of the graduaThere will be a political rally in
this evening at the CALIFORNIA
day afternoon, will pay two dol.
ting seniors and lasted from 5:30 the Quad, today at 1230. All canTHEATRE.
lars for its return. Questions will not
shown,
scenea
brief
to
the
few
didates
for the Executive Council
7:30
From
o’clock.
even he thought of. If it has been
Under the chairmanship of Lois Grue- will have an opportunity to speak.
lasting and vivid picture of the
pawned, the ticket will be accepted. a
and frolic enjoyed at Spardi ter, the following committee had charge. Thin is important both to candidates
Please return to the Y.W.C.A. Lost fun
Esther King, Elsie Marie Hirsch, and and the students. Everyone able to
Gras can be had, according to
and Found, where the reward will
attend should be there at 12:30.
Dario Simoni, chairman of this event. Linnea Johnson.
Ian deposited.

College ’Y’ Erects
New Sign To Aid
In Finding Rooms

K.P. Group Enjoys
Big Weiner Roast I
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Six To Meet In Annual Tilt
Monday Night In Little
Theater To Decide Leader
Deciding the question as to who is
the best debater developed in the school
during the past year, the Bothwell
Trophy Debate will be held next Monday evening in the Little Theater at
eight o’clock with six of the leading
debaters chosen for the annual tilt.
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Katherine Hodges, Eleanor Yates,
Richard Frank, Charles Pinkham, Bill
, Jones and J.D. Strauss will be assigned name phase of the planned economy in connection with the NRA and
will have from eight o’clock Monday
morning until eight o’clock that night
to prepare their speeches for the contest.
Of the six participating Monday
evening, two have been recognized for
their outstanding ability by being rhosen for the second consecutive year to
the roster Inc this debate. This is the
first time that such an honor has been
Wowed on anyone, and it is expected
that both will be high on the list of
(Continued on Page Three)
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Monday Evening
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All the students who have filed application,. and all those students interested in Y.M.C.A. work are invited to
attend the feed and get together Monday culling at 5;30 in Room 1 of the
Art building.
The purpose of the dinner is to acquaint all students in the school who
are planning to participate in "Y"
work or programs, and it is expected
that a 1.a.n. gathering will attend the
dinner vhich will last until 7 p.m.
Ticket- may be purchased for 13 cents
from Jot.’ Carter, George Wickman,
Ileb
Torn Gifford, and Jim
Dunlap,
well as the president, Bill
Jones
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A Cappella Choir To
Sing At Stanford
Fraterirg Schreck’s "Motet for Advent’, the San Jose State College A
Cappello Choir will present a program
at the Stanford Memorial Church on
May 25 under the direction of William
Erlendson There will be three groups
with four numbers in each group.
"Motet for Advent" will be sung
by two full choirs of
eight parts each,
and a special quartet.
The A Cappello choir of 55 voices
Will al’s feature "In
Heaven Above"
by Christiansen, with Emil Miland as
tenor soloist.
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Frank Yearian, who served as election
judge for the constitution voting, has
been appointed to the same position
for the election of the council next
Barbecued Steaks Will Be
Monday.
Main Feature; Rudolph
Yearian is a member of Spartan
Knights and has been active in student
Engfer To Have Charge
affairs all during his college career.
Frank Yearian has appointed Angelo
Covello and Helen Tracy as assistant
Coach McDonald May Lend
election judge, for Monday.
Corn Cob Pipe To Frat
At Big Bear Lake, one of the sites of
Over fifteen hundred votes are esFor Event, States President
timated, according to Yearian, because the West Coast School of Nature Study,
the members of the school will be
of so many running.
guests of Stillwell’s, one of the outAs a final social event for this
standing
resorts of the lake.
quarter, Sigma Gamma Omega fratELECTION RULES
ernity
will honor their graduation memTheir reputation as host extends over
An explanation
the procedure for the election on Monday a period of three generations. Most of bers with a barbecue at Eddie Olmis given below for the benefit of the accommodations are rustic cabins stead’s cabin at the Redwood Estates,
containing one to four rooms, usually June 2nd.
prospective voters.
With the success of the last bar1. Vote for seven in the first with one double bed in each room. Amelection (Monday). The seven ple community showers and toilets are becue, Rudolph Engfer, president of
SGO, guarantees another enjoyable
highest will be the members of available.
the Executive Council.
There are a limited number of rooms time, plus plenty of good thine_ to.
the,
2. All those on the Executive with both accommodations containing eat. Steaks will be offered again
Council -Elect who fulfill require- double beds, etc. Further data on the form of burnt offerings.
It is interesting to know that efforts
ments may run for either presi- cost, etc may be had by communicating
dent or vice-president. A major- with Gertrude’. W. Moore, San Jose are being made to secure Coach Hovey
McDonald’s corn -cob pipe to barbecue
ity is necessary for election.
State College,
Tommy Gifford, well-known vocalist
has been reported that
3. A third election will be held
At Fallen Leaf Lake, the members of the steaks. It
and imitator, who aided the Spardi
only when any one candidate fails
the party will be guests of Fallen Leaf his pipe has a delicate aroma, which
Gras Revelries radio skit with his
to get a majority in the second Lodge. Their reputation as host is na- would enhance the flavor of the viands..
Rudy Vallee is slated to do some more
election.
tion-wide. Most of the accommoda- This is purely tentative, but every
impersonations or renditions of popularl
Polls will be open from eight
tions at Fallen Leaf Lodge are rustic string will be pulled in order to get this
songs.
to five o’clock.
ones and two room cabins with con- smoking burner.
Then to carry on the entertainment
All those planning to attend should be
necting bath.
along the torrid lines Bernice "Torchy"
at Eddie Olmstead’s place by 7:30, at
All cabin and lodge rooms contain
Hornbeck has arrangements of two
which time the steaks will be served
one, or three single beds.
currently favorite fast numbers, our old
After the dishes have been cleared away,
standby "Dinah" and -I Just CouldBedding, towels, and soap are furn- the balance of the evening will be den’t Take It Baby" both of which have
ished at both Stillwell’s and Fallen voted to dancing. Intermission numbers
been done before in the same dance
Leaf Lodge.
will be in charge of Frank Covello and
(Continued on Page Four)
The cost of the trips to Fallen Leaf Clarance Naas. Frankie’s previous work
will be sufficient recommendation for
(Continued on Page Three)
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There will be a political rally in
It was given in honor of the graduathis
day afternoon, will pay two dolTHEATRE.
ting seniors and lasted from 5:30 the Quad, today at 12:30. All canlars for its return. Questions will not
From the few brief scenes shown, to 7:30 o’clock.
didates for the Executive Council
even be thought of. If it has been
Under the chairmanship of Lois Grue- will have an opportunity to speak.
lasting and vivid picture of the
pawned, the ticket will be accepted. a
and frolic enjoyed at Spardi ter, the following committee had charge. This is important both to candidates
Please return to the Y.W.C.A. Lost fun
Esther King, Elsie Marie Hirsch, and and the students. Everyone able to
Gras can be had, according to
and Found, where the reward will
attend should be there at 12:30.
Dario Simoni, chairman of this event. Linnea Johnson.
be deposited.
A student body card and a date is all
that you need Saturday night.
Then from nine to twelve you can
dance in the Men’s Gym to the lilting
strains of Mel McDonald’s noted orchestraplus enjoying a line of intermission numbers second to no dance
given this year.
Elmer Stoll, general chairman of this
dance, is intending to make this, his
next to the last student affair this quarter, the be,t he has done so farwhich
is saying more than plenty, judging
from the former entertainments he has
headed. And to fulfill this Mel McDonald and the cmmittee has arranged
five intermission numbers to entertain
between dances.
Heading this group is Ray Ferrin,
former orchestra 1. ALT who besides
being a baton weild,r, posseses a fine
voice. His piece hasn’t yet been decided,
but anything will be a hit.
Another between -the-dances-artist is
Margie Jane, who will splinter the hardwood with two tapping feet a la Bill
Richardson.
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THE SPORT
SPOTIMIGINIT

PAUL CONROY
Sport’s Editor
Albert Cox
Assistant Editor

By
Conroy and Cox
With football season coming up quite
soon, some thought is now being given
to the attire the gallant Spartan Gridwarirors will wear next fall. Bert Watson may be seen wearing a sample
of the pants that the Board of Athletic
Control might decide to wish on the
football men. They are quite nice to
look at, but don’t seem to look as
if they would stand up against any
fierce tackling and blocking.
Gridders Serious
In Real Competition
It is funny to watch football men
play around with the various obstacle
tests that DeGroot had mapped out
for them to find out who is the best
man for the position. They fooled
around quite a deal while practicing
for the final test, but when DeGroot
gave the signal for the competition
that counted, the boys got very serious.

........
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oopmen Scrimmage Next Week
Burt Watson Leads In DeGroot Obstacle Tests
Dope Golden Individual
Johnson Displays Rowing Experts
Faults
Bears To Trim Huskies In
To be Corrected In
Class As Wingman
Poughkeepsie Regatta
Actual crimmage
In Dummy Drills
SAN FRANCISCO, May 25; (UP)
Over on the Oakland Estuary, a sheltered spot of water leading into San
Francisco Bay, the University of California varsity crew is preparing to
defend its Inter-Collegiate rowing championship at Poughkeepsie next month.
The Golden Bears, losers to Washington early in April and victors over
L.A. a few weeks later, are confident
they can retain the title won in 1932
the last year the Eastern regatta was
heldand believe the only crew blocking their path are the Huskies of Washington.
Harder Race
Expected’
"Washington will row a much harder race on the Hudson’ Rirer than they
did against us on Lake Washington,"
Ky Ebright, California coach declared.
"They thought our sophomore crew
I had only one veteran in the boat
never would do as good as it did. Our

showing in losing by less than a boat
length was something of a surprise.
Maybe the Huskies let down; maybe
they tried their best."
Rowing men, however, favor California in the long grind scheduled for
June 16. They believe that the tall, husky smooth -stroking California eight has
a little too much power for the Huskies.
Longer Race
At Poughkeepise
They iii)inr in the fact that the Golden ’Bears were coming along itreing
against Washington in’ OM three mile
rice ’and add that had the distance been
four ’Miles; ’such a I’oughkeensie is,
the Huskies would have ben defeated.
Another thing ’favering ’Clifornia is
that it really’ hadn’t gotten into shape
for the Washington race. Now with examinations over, the Bears are ’putting
n long sessions every’ day. For Washington they did not train as diligently
as they are for Poughkeepsie.

Coach Erwin Blesh is featuring indiBy Dick Higgins
vidual offensive and defensive work in
The football squad has finished the
John Leo Makes
his spring basketball program.
Up His Mind
first part of their individual efficiency
Next week this type of practice with
.
Johnny Leo, that two hundred and t,ests. According to ’the ’obstacle tests,
is to be concentrated upon.
scrimmage
,
definitely’decided
has
fifty pound tackle
so’ me of the men with- the mOst convincThe squad is to be divided into groups
a
for
fight
and
football
out
for
stay
to
ing, reputations showed up in the shadof three where defective playing mu
position on the team. He has decided
be ironed out with the helpful suggestseveral times that he could not take ow of some of the lesser lights On Coach
ions’of the Coach and the players. These
off ’enough weight to get into shape Dud DeGroot’s bunch oi griders. This
three new groups will practice pivoting
and therefore omitted football from his last statement was not always the rule
whlle dribbling and when receiving 3.
routine, but each time after a few
pasg..Thenra group of six men is placed
days of mediation, he has returned to Maio.
at the various baskets. Three of them
the fold. Johnny is a fast man consid- Ainei
endeavor to work the ball through the
ering his weight, and with the two com- ’TheThalf backs had a test in which
other three defensive men for sucker
bined, he should adorn DeGroot’s first to indicate their ability as broken’ field
shots.
team next seasonthat is if he doesn’t runners. Running from the left side
The inauguration of definite systems
change his mind about getting into con- to the right, Burt Watson, footballer
of taking tht ball into the basket is
dition again.:
and track man of note, illustrated the
Scheduled
for next week’s practice also.
way it should be run. Running from
Bert Watson Looks
Thus far the ball has been passed two
the right to left Watson and "Frisky"
Good at Halfback
or three times before a basket is Made.
Practice last Wednesday revealed Dud Freddie Bennett tied for the honors.
No doubt the system will be enlarged
In the returning of punts contest Jim
DeGroot giving a lot of attention to
upon and definite positions upon the
Bert Watson who looks very good pack- Stockdale, with his excess of speed, won
floor for each player will be the theme
ing the ball for yards and yards without trouble. Watson and Wall tied
for future practice sessions.
through the opposing team. Bert was for the top spot when it came to the
Less men than anticipated have
kept out of the public eye last year coverage of punts. The times for all the
BY BILL CRAWFORD
shown up for practice but this is due
due to his ability as a good blocker. tests for each man were averaged and
to
spring football practice. Most of
However this season he might get a the first five men in the group of half
Charlie Murphy, the C.B.S. announ- last year’s basketball squad are now
The intrepid sophomore team came
chance to carry the ball, and will show back were Watson, Bennett, Lavoi,
cer at the South Pole, reports that Lit- engaged in football.
through the volleyball tournament with
the fans that he is also good at making Wall, and Souza.
tle America’s baseball season opened
Some of the players hay, been conflying colors. The Sophomore aggregaBishop Shows
yards for the Spartan team.
with a flourish last week when the sistent in showing up for clail!. practice.
tion was undefeated throughout the
All Around Ability
Devil
Imps
played
a
gruelling
fourJack Wilson Wins
Gil Bishop took the top spot in the season and as a volleyball team were inning match with the Fire Eaters on Captain Carl Biddle is one oi these and
Time Trials
averages for all around ability in the only second to Prouty’s Rowdies and ’ the Antarctic Diamond cleared in the is showing great form.
Among the gridders that were unHonorable mention should he made
I competition between the fullbacks and Jay Tad’s \Vonder Team.
snow near the base camp. Temperature,
mentioned in the paper as being outIn their first game with the Fresh- 40 below zero with both teams wear- of Dan Waddington. of 11,1 year’s
the up man or quarter back. He was
standing in the competition w sJack
freshman squad. He handles himself like
a,c osely followed by Barr, Carpenter, men they gave indications of potential
ing windproof furs and employing pick
Wilson, who won honors by turning
greatness by thoroughly trouncing the handles as baseball bats. Batteries: for a veteran on the court and is also ton.
Weaver and Anderson in that order.
the best time in various obstacle races.
with his shootint:.
sistent
These were the same types of tests younger team with game scores of 15-5 ImpsLt. Commander Schlossback and
Jack, is a senior and is working hard
Mel Isenberger, a Junior, t, working
as the halfbacks took except that the and 16-14. The following game they Alton Wade. For Fire EatersJim
to make his last appearance a good one, obstacles were arranged a little differ- overwhelmed the Faculty 15-9 and 15-6.
hard in daily pearlier, and with culSterret and Dr. Edwin Bramhall. Umand experience
He was the victim of hard luck last
ently. George Embury, the lightweight About this time the gaunt specter of de- pire Fred Dustin, the Expedition’s Cos- mination of knowledge
year when he broke his nose in spring
next season.
powerhouse, captured first place in faultism became apparent and was man- mic Ray Expert, opening the play by should be a valuable man
practice which kept aim from showing
Different set-up shots under various
charging the ball from the left side and ife,ted by the Juniors. Thus another declaring the game was "On Ice" as
his best performance all season. This
formations have been used
also from the right side. Hawkins took victory was added to the already im- far as he was concerned. Schlossback types of
season,
however with the help of a specse
by Coach Blesh. When the players have
the top spot in the blocking contests, pressive list the Sophomores had ac- pitched a no-hit game but a wild throw
ially devised helmet, which will proall become thoroughly familiar with
with Stockdale the leader in punt cumulated.
with three men on bases let in three them, Mr. Blab will gradually build
tect his tender "schnozzle", he will give
ve
returning. Bishop and Hawkins shared
The next game was defaulted by the runs for the Fire Eaters. They won the
the first string men cause to worry
up more complex systems Si passing
the honors in punt coverage.
Post Graduates and in the final game game 4 to 3. Game called on account
about their positions.
and shooting.
Guards Tackles
the victory light of the Sophomores of darkness, although the only light
If twenty men show up consistently
’
Sammy Filice was another man wh6 show Speed
burned brilliantly as their resistance when the games started at 2.00 p.m.
for practice, four teams will be selected.
went unmentioned. He is doing things
The guards and tackles showed their retarded the thrust of the mighty Sen- was a crimson slash of light along the
Towards the end of the practice session
at end position, and despite his size ability to come out of the line and iors.
northern horizon.
these teams will actually compete
he is a favorite to end practice with make a hole for the ball carrier and
line were the Seniors and
in
Next
against one another. The last week playfirst honors.
take out a man in the secondary deIMPORTANT NOTICE!
Freshmen who tied for second place
off contests shall be arranged.
Jennings May
fense. These tests were so arranged
Another tie for third place was bePlay Football
that they covered practically any offenIota Delta Phi, French Honor Sotween the Post Graduates and Juniors
It has been rumored around sport sive play the guards and tackles would
and the Faculty team wound up in ciety, will meet Monday evening at
circles that Bill Jennings will wear the be required to perform.
7:30 P.M. at the home of Elena
the basement,
Gold and White for the Spartans next
The individual test winners were
Cipollo, 1374 Idaho street, Santa
football season. The stock of the Spar- Dailey, Dunlap, Jackson, Swartzell: and
The leading contenders thus far in Clara. All members are requested
tan hopes will rise considerably if this Wilson with characteristic steadiness.
combinations
to be present.
the mixed doubles are the
rumor turns out to be a fact. He can be Jack captured the average for all
of Wetterstrom and Berger, Mitchell
four
other
men
of
remembered as the boy who showed around ability. The
LOST
and Dechman who are scheduled to
so much last season, and then received the first five were Becker, Dailey,
A brown leather binder was taken
meet before the 25 of May.
a serious injury that put his grid togs Swartzell, and Dunlap.
Another double combination well up from the Little Theatre Wednesday
away for the rest of the year. The doc- Johnson Shows
in front are Sweeney and Gallagher who morning. Will the person who took
tors refused to give their O.K. to his Well at End
meet Kieswetter and Doermey before it leave it or its contents, which are
In the tests required of the two ends the May 25 deadline.
playing this season as yet, but there is
valuable to owner, in the Library
Dick "Soapy" Johnson carried the mastill a possibility that such may be.
or phone Ballard 4498-W.
jor portion of the first places. Although Harris and Keeble emerged into the
Baseball Team
straight sets. Scores were 6-3 and 6-0.
Earl Glover did manage to take one
To Have Picnic
limelight in the doubles tennis by triThe baseball team will adjourn to of the spots away from him. The five umphing over Caroya and Niles in
up
well
showed
in
Another combine who are pressing
who
these
men
Wool’s ranch today for their picnic
Harris and Keeble are Younkin and
which is held after the season is over tests were Johnson, Glover, Baldwin, men.
Burt Watson seems to carry his abil- Byrd who surmounted a fighting pair
each year. A discussion of the next Abernathy, and Baracchi.
The tests for the centers have not as ity in efficiency tests to the football of racket wielders in the form of Gruseason, and the highlights of the past
season will occupy most of their time yet been completed, but there should field alto for in the squad’s last scrim- ber and Mitchell. Scores were 4-6, 6-4,
be some stiff competition among these mage he was plenty classy,
and 6-2.
Of course eats will be served.

U.C.

1

Intramural

News Of First Little
America Ball Game
Reaches States

Extra Copies
of the

SPARDI GRAS
RAll EDITION
May Procure Them
at the
CONTROLLER’S
OFFICE

For 5 Cents
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Ronald Linn Director Mr. Kelley Writes Jan Kalas, Daughters
Of Play At Orientation On Accounting To Be Featured Today
In New Deal
’NATURE SCHOOL OFFERS
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A one -act p lay, directed by Ronald I
Linn, Speech Art major, was presented
at Freshman Orientation Thursday.
First written and produced at Yale
University, this play was humorous although it dealt with the morbid con rhinos of a man whose wife has just
died and four neighbors who are spend(Continued from Page One)
lag the night with him. The characters Lake may
be obtained by communicare
hack-woods
the
from
are farmers
ting with Gertrude W. Moore at San
gions, and dramatically Portray the
characteristics of inhabitants of such Jove Stole College
Registration this year, as in former
a region.
ivears, is limited in number. Attendance
semi-formal
dance
The Soph-Frosh
’s not restricted to teachers, anyone into be held Friday evening, June 1 at terested in the out-of-doors is welcome.
Club
on
South
Women’s
Jose
San
the
College credit is allowed through
Eleventh Street was announced and the San Jose State Teachers
College
it was stated that it would be all right to all who meet college entrance refor the men attending to wear sport quirements,
clothes.
Two units (quarter) of college credit
A questionaire was passed out to
is allowed for each six-day school. The
the women students by Dean Helen work is arranged
in such manner that
Dimmick in connection with a state- there
will be little or no duplication.
wide survey which may benefit freshThe two schools at Fallen Leaf will
men women later on. Questions were cover entirely
different territory.
asked concerning difficulties faced durHence one may earn 2, 4, or 6
ing the first year in making adjustments units of credit
(quarter) depending on
In college life, the impersonal attitude the time spent at
the school,
of the instructors, financial and housing
The program of the day’s activity is
difficulties.
President Paul Jungerman read a replete with interest and glamour.
Breakfast will be served at 7 a.m. An
letter of thanks from Dario Simoni,
hour later, the members hit the trails.
thanking the freshman class for their
Some of these trails will be covered by
contribution to the success of Spardi
automobile, and in no case will hikes be
Gras.
Intra-Mural sports are almost over strenuous. Lunch will be carried and
disposed of during the noon hour.
and it was revealed that both the
Groups will be divided in such a
freshman volley and baseball teams
had come out near the top. The latter manner that by the end of the session
everyone will have been on the trail
h to meet the varsity in a final game
with each instructor and with nearly
on Tuesday, May 29.
every person in the entire group.
Each instructor will present a separate phase of the works, such as birds,
iwildflowers, insects, waterlife, trees,
physiography, geology, nature games,
In behalf of the candidacy of Sam etc.
Rice it should be pointed out to all
At 230 the party returns to camp
students that the qualifications of Ell- with a free period until dinner time.
ice are well suited for a position on
At h p.m., dinner will be served.
the student council. Sammy is the only
Commencing at 7.30 p.m. the evening
student in history of our institution sessions will begin. These meetings will
to be three times captain of an athletic be devoted to the study of astronomy;
team
seminars on nature study, elementary
His ability in leading a varsity team junior and senior high school sciences,
for three seasons gives him a good and group entertainments.
carry over value for student governThe program will be arranged so that
ment. The election of Sammy Filice to every one will be aured of at least
the council would without a doubt be
a forward step for the Student Body
of San Jose State.

Candidacy Of Sammy
Filice Is Extolled

Professor Arthur C. Kelley is also
on the list of authors in the Commerce
department who have had their articles
printed in current commerce magazines during the past few months.
Mr. Kelley’s article, "The Accounting Profession and the New Deal", appeared in the May issue of the Certified Public Accountant, the official organ of the American Society of Certified Public Acocuntants.
In this article Mr. Kelley stresses
the broader education which has become a necessity for the professional
accountant, in place of the narrowly technical training formerly sufficient.
In addition to his professional training, he should have a background of
general and business education which
will give him L understanding of the
nature of our present economic order,
its origin, history, its present status in
this and other countries of the world,
and its trend and probable future development.

Such a grasp of the nature of business can be acquired only by a training in the social sciences, history, and
economics, law and government, money
and banking.
Capitalism, the author believes, is on
its way out. It is hardly possible that
the nation will ever go back to the
era of individualism which culminated
in 1929. All signs point to more governmental control of industry. Obviously
then, accounting will play an important part in the plan. Accountants in
the future will have to measure up
to even greater responsibilities than
they now bear, and those who follow
Ibis profession will need a broad social
outlook, ability, and talents of a high
order, concludes the article.

Featuring Jan Kalas, eminent music
professor on the campus, and the Misses Helen and Bozena Kalas, his dau-

Winners of the Phelan contest were
the guests honored at the tea given
by the Japanese club on the terrace of
the Art ’building from three until six
o’clock Thursday, afternoon. Colorful
costumes and Japanese customs were
the feature of the affair,
Entertainment consisted of a Japanese dance given by six girls, and a
short talk by Miss Estelle Hoisholt.
During the afternoon English names
were translated into Japanese characters. All students and faculty were invited to be present. Yoshiye Ogata,
president of the Japanese club, had
charge of the affair
In the receiving line were Miss Helen Dimmick, dean of women, Miss
Clara Mince, and Miss Hoisholt.

ghters, of Campbell, the musical half
hour will meet today at 12:30 in the
Little Theater,
Miss Helen Kalas, soprano, will render several selections, L’Heure Exquise
(Tempting Hour) by Poldowiski, Le
Papillon (Butterflies) by Foudrain,

Aria from Herodiode, Air of Salome by
Massenet.
Lilacs by Rachmaninoff, Nightingale
Lane by Alice Barnett, Tonight by Alice
Berndt, and Morning Serenade by
Clara Edwards. She will be accompanied by Miss Bozena Kalas.
Mr. Kates will offer Nicleei, a Jewish
Hymn, Oh Day of God by Max Bruch
on the cello.
LES BIBLIOPHILES

Don’t forget the picnic this Friday at Alum Rock Park. Those who
NOTICE
meet in fronts of the public library
There will be a meeting of the at 4:15 o’clock will be given transA.W.S. council this afternoon at five portation. Bring fifteen cents for
o’clock in the A.W1S. club rooms. expenses and pay to Edith Hanson,
IMPORTANT!!
chairman of the picnic.

10410060119111111111niiip4.444

Sumner Time Is
Sportswe4 Time!

two evenings devoted to astronomy.
Ample opportunity will be provided
for individual and group discussions.
Further information by students may
be had by seeing either Dr. Peterson
or Miss Gertrude W. Moore.

Ai mar

Starting Sunday
Clyde Fake Receives
Backing for Position His Cards Were His
Key Debate to be Held
On Student Council LoveOthers’ Loves
-Monday Evening
Unlimited qualificatir,ns, are neces- Were His Game(
(Continued from Page One)
those placing.
Last year Wilbur Hogevoll was winner of the Bothwell trophy debate, and
is now holding the Bothwell permanent trophy which will be awarded to
the one winning Monday’s contest. Tbe
winner will also receive a key donated
by the Student Body as its recognition
of outstanding debating.
Judges for the debate have been
chosen from among the outstanding
citizens in San Jose, and will give their
decisions immediately following
the
culmination of the debate Monday evening.
Dr. William Poytress, head of the
social science department, will preside
at the debate.

Allenians Entertain
Mothers and Faculty
The Allenian Society entertained
mothers and faculty members at a delightful tea in the lovely gardens of
the ()war Eberhard home on Franklin
.’,...enue in Santa Clara Sunday afternoon, May 20.
Among those in the receiving line
were the officers of the society and the
faculty advisor, Miss Thomas.
About thirty members of the faculty
Were present, and with the weather cooperating and the beautiful outdoor
setting, the tea was a fine success.

:ANAL DEFECTIVE

sary for represent.ition on the new
executive council. Clyde Fake, one of
the most .versatile of the nominees.
During the last three years his active
interest in this Fcho,,I has gained an
extensive and ung,ual record. Extensive in that his various activities have
been of a very wide scope, and unusual in that everything attempted
has been overwhelmingly successful.
Coming to this school a complete
stranger, Fake has become a member
of Sigma Kapp:, Alpha, History honorary society; lora Rho Chi, International Relatiens Club; General Chairman of the mest ir ce:sful, socially and
financially, Joel ’r Prom in years; present President oi the Junior Class, an
office which he re,eivcd over a varied
number of prominent candidates; during his term oi office and under his
sponsorship the Junior Dinner Dance,
given at the Hotel DeAnza, was anaccomplishother of Fake’,
ments; he was chairman of the Spardi
Gras evening -Circa,- dance, which
was the first Spardi Gras dance to be
held in the Men’s Gym; he also worked
on various Spardi Gni, Committees.
Therefore, lee itei it to the advantage and the duty of each and every
student body member to make himself personally ropon,ible for the election of CLYDE FAKE to office.
Bart Collins, Harold Caldwell, Jim
Gimsley, and Charlie Spalding.

For Campus Comfort
and Ease in the Great "Out-oDoors" . . . . get yourself a pair
or two of these line. . . .

FLANNEL

SLACKS
JOEL McCREASALLY BLANE
BERTON CHURCHILL
Mickey Rooney, Russell Hooton.
Adapted from the Stage Play "Alias
The Deacon".

We have them in distinctive
CHECKS and PLAIN PATTERNS . . . . GREY or TAN

$595

AND
An Eerie and Weird Drama With A
Blaze of Romance and a Blast of
[Mystery.
LIONEL ATWILL in
"THE SPHINX"
With
SHEILA TERRY
PAUL HURST
....iensnuesme

PRING’S

HOME-OWNED Lif SINCE 1865
Santa Clara at Market
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The Pickle Jar

Speech Doings

San Jose State College

SPARTAN DAILY

pp pp pppsssssassaa.a
The pickle this week goes to a young
EXECUTIVE EDITOR
BOB LELAND
By JIM FITZGERALD
(Phone Bal. 4794,1 or B.I. 7800)
hopeful of one of the faculty members.
"Right this way, ladies and gentlegreetSomeone, who knew the parent,
See the biggest side-show on the
ed the young hopeful. The parent said, men.
MANAGING EDITOR
DAN CAVANAGH
someone says mid-way. See the bearded lady and
(Pb-one Bal. 2418)
Another radio week-end and another "What do you say when
aged
man,
young
hello?"
And
the
boy
the
dog-faced
BUSINESS MANAGER
FRANK HAMILTON
list of sprightly programs rating every"Hello, you big
No, the Speech Department isn’t
(Phone Bal. 1017, or Bal. 7800)
thing from roses to raspberries. We’ll about three, replied,
stiff."
the
since
just not mention the latter
sponsoring a side-show or a circus in
Assistant Manager
Jim Fitzgerald
school wasted its quota of that strange
(Phone Bal. 4272)
competition to the late Spardi Gras,
I. still think it would be a good idea
bird the night of the Revelries.
Circulation Manager
Paul Lukes
but it is presenting the verse choirs
to get
Anyway our dope sheet whispers that for Pegasus and Boots and Spurs
in a combined concert on May 31 and
CITY DESK
DESK
you
EDITORIAL
horses,
to
togetherall
relates
will
leader,
Socialist
Norman Thomas,
Paul Cox
June 1 which will feature "Jazz MedCity Editor
Paul Becker
Lela O’Connel, Marjorie fiances, Editor
Elim
speak today on the subject of The know.
ley", glorifying the great mid-way Dolores Freltas --Tuesday Editor
Steven, Bill Zeigler, Rudolph Engf
Chas.
Arslanian, Louisa Bendeich, Bernice,er
Next Thirty Years". His talk will be
Editor
which too quickly is fading from AmMary Tracy --.Thursday
Hornbeck.
Friday Editor
One of Bill Poytress’ students says erica’s traditions.
Helen Tracy
one of many done by famous educaSPORT DESK
Thelma Vickers ----Copy Editor
tors, economists and public men over I should award a very sour pickle t3 PARTIAL TO SIDE SHOWS
Sports Editor Al Co. ----_ Asst. Editor
Paul Conroy
--Feature Editor
Dick Higgins, Bill Crawford, Gil Bishop
a weekly program labeled "The Ap- him for the University exes, he has been
Miss Jenks informs me that the num- Evelyn Pritchard
FEATURE DESK
proach of the United States to World giving his classes.
COPY DESK
ber was added to the program to apGladys Lawry
Editor
--Anat. Editor Jerry Bundsen, M
Affairs".
Pesch
peal to the plebian appreciation that Mary Ferrasci
Michael Angelo
Hawley, Carey Guichard
Jean
Stall Artiat
The programs are broadcast via EGO
A young married gal has the follow- s monopolized by the writer of this
Dr. Carl Holliday---Faculty Advissr
at 3:15 and will later feature Charles ing tale to relate. She and the husband column, but I am glad ,at this time to
Entered as second class matter at the
William Taussig and Ogden Mills. The were eating at a place where they bad have the opportunity to confess that I
San Jose, Cal Subscription Rates
San Jose Postoffiu
SIAM Per Quarter
series is designed to "stimulate a keener not been for sometime, and in their am impartial to side-shows and renation."
the
Assoby
the
of
Pres. of the Globe Printing Company
interest in the affairs
absence, the place had quite perceptably ally would be glad to have a chance Published every ochool day
1415 South Firet Street. Su Jose, Calif
deteriorated. During the course of the o work in one sometime, but I am ciated Students of San Jose State College
Miss
Jenks,
as
I
have
not
Here’s a novel broadcast of interest meal they discovered they did not have handicapped,
WWWWWWW
‘W.
to all, and one that proves some of the enough money to pay for the meal, so earned in five years in the Speech
amazing experiments done in the line of the young man went out to see if he Department hose to bark without makcould dig up some money. His wife ing myself hoarse.
transmitting entertainment.
The crowning feature of this Verse
At 6:30, Saturday, via KGO, Grace relates she didn’t mind waiting so much,
By Mary Ferrasci
Wilson will sing a song in an airplane with all of the desperate looking char- Choir Concert will be the presentation
.......
high above the newly opened World’s acters looking at her fur coat, but what of Johnson’s "Creation" which will be
MALAISIE, By Henri Fauconnier.
Fair in Chicago. Her accompaniment she did mind was the music coming read by the combined choirs of fortyTranslated by Eric Sutton New
By Marge Petsch
will be played by John Brown, a noted over the radio: "Nearer My Go-cl To five voices. Another outstanding numYork. The Macmillan Co. 1931. $2.
Thee" and other hymns pertaining to ber will be that presented by the Men’s
organist in the Eighth Street Theater.
Group which has become very popHe will hear her song through ear- the afterlife.
After all the humbling of my pride
Even though this is not a "hot off
ular in this vicinity during the past
phones and follow her on the theater
that I did the other day, it would seem the grill" book I must review it for its
organ.
This week I shall also award all year.
that there are some people in this excellent theme. This work which won
The broadcast will be part of the D. T. 0. pledges a sour pickle, except KEY DEBATE MONDAY
world who still allow the sun to go the Goncourt prize in 1931 is a beauNational Barn Dance offering and with Abbot, and to him goes a raw cu The Bothwell Key Debate which is down upon their wrath. I received a tifi;1 and fascinating book. The word
Miss Wilson in the plane will be the cumber.
sponsored by the Speech Department most charming letter this morning from Malaisie’ is indeed the French form of
Hoosier Hotshots, novelty musical act,
each year to determine the outstandingl someone who chooses to call himself Malaysia. The book has in it the enand Announcer Bill Cline, who will desdebater in the student-body during the one of my "ardent readers." It is al- chantment of the jungle, where a white
cribe the brilliantly lighted exposition ,
year has been scheduled for next Mon- ways pleasant to know that there are a man may be happy but can never be at
a, it appears from high in the air,
day evening at eight o’clock in the Lit- few ardent persons left, but to show home an the note of uneasiness is
TONIGHT’S BEST IN BRIEF:
tle Theater.
that I am always fair and square with never long absent.
EGOPhil Harris and Orchestral;
Katherine Hodges, Eleanor Yates, my public, I shall print the missel:
Everything one expects in a travPhil Baker, Armour’s Star Ham, 5:30;
(Continued from Page One)
Richard Frank, Charles Pinkham, Bill ,
My dear Miss Petsch:
el batik is therethe mixture of races
First Nighter. 6; Jack Benny and , spot, but none of which have been Jones, and J.D. Strauss have been choTamils,
Malays, Chinese overseers, and
I feel, as one of your ardent flimers
Stooges, 6:30; One Man’s Family, !done se holly as this titian-topped song- sen from those participating during the
of your scintillating column, that you the planters, boyish Englishmen and
8:15; Torn Coakley, 9:30.
tress has planned.
past year and will debate on some didn’t do Viva Villa acitoate justice. supercivilized Frenchmenthe look of
KPOComerly Stars of H’wood, 7:30;
Fresh from her success in the Revel- phase of the New Deal and social planthe cool forest, native customs and vivid
Eno Crime Clues, "Boomerang Blade", ries and her rendition of the prize ning which still be aksigned next Mon- Perhaps, you could, after due consideration, throw in a blurp for Wallace festivals. The author’s real interest is
second episode, 8:30; Clyde Lucas’ winning song, Emil Bouret’s "By My- day morning.
Berry and the rest of his cast. Of not in the aspect of the country, but in
band, 9; Francis Ingram and Look- self", Bernice’s presence is indicative
It is expected that ,E t.-ge group will course the show would have been in- the atmosphere, the place, its effect on
tog Glass, 9:15.
of good entertainment.
of
the
dethP,Cream
be present to hear
finitely better if you had only included a sensitive man who has lived there a
KFRCSchlitz Program of the Week
And to top the fist of local musidans bating talent in the school perform.
Jackie Cooper. After all, there is no- long time. Rolain has given himself up
(new beast but plenty good music), who will perform Saturday, Mel Mcbody, in my opinion, like Jackie Cooper. to nihilism. He talks constantly, then he
FARACITA HALL PERFORMS
6; Court of Human Relations, 7:30; Donald’s instrumental trio, consisting
will hardly affirm anything. He says
Sincerely, one of your readers,
Earacita..Hall will read "Green PasJack Russel’s Orchestra, 7:30; Million of bass viol, clarinet, and guitar, are
tures" at*,.the International banquet
STERNO "Have you noticed that men have defDollar Babies, 9:30; Bill Fleck and intending to pick, blow, and strum
subjects they have never
which will be given in the very near
Well, at the present time, this col- inite ideas on
Gus Arnheim, 10:10 and 10:30.
one or two special arrangements of future at the Y.W.CA. and it will be
umn is to be dedicated to practically the thought about?"
everyone’s favorites.
Rolain drifts in a dreamy fatalism
well worth the time of everybody in same pictures which were mentioned last
It begins to look as though Joe Cook,
Students who are assisting with the the student body to go as it would be
skepticism which the country enTuesday, but I shall endeavor to make and
Broadway’s latest contribution to the dance are Clyde Fake, Bill Moore, Emil
well worth the price for the reading a few remarks about the pictures which courages, and for a time is ideally hapair waves, has come to the microphone Roberts, Merritt Metcalf, Evelyn Cais one of the hardest oi
alone without the meal.
will open Saturday and Sunday. "Sadie py. Happiness
to stay. The popular (why, we can’t vela, and Winslow Stewart. They are
e pare p
remarked that McKee" is still holding its own at the states to describe, but
A
few
weeks
ago
I
explain) comedian has been so success- decorating the gym as a garden withl
so
of this play had been California, and people seem to be going piness of this part of the book is
reading
Earache’s
ful as the host of the Colgate House potted plants and discreetly dimmed I
heard in my for it in a big way. The comedy gets perfectly depicted that it transports the
have
best
that
I
the
I
Party broadcast, that an option has lights.
lyears at San Jose State and am glad them if the main picture doesn’t, and reader back to Eden.
been taken on his services in that role
,
In the final word about the dance
The translation is excellent. In en[ to lind that she has been asked to re- one can hardly blame the audience. The
until the end of 1935.
book
Elmer Stoll wishes to remind the stu:,
performance of a few years comedy is bordering on insanity. (I am cry way "Malaise is a powerful
This glib, story telling m.c., who join- dents that all outsiders must be ac- peat her
together by the forces of ownot casting aspursions in case your Irisn bound
ed the House Party cast four weeks companied by a member of the school ’ ago’ ,
chology and philosophy.
is up.) And it is always pleasant to see
ago, will continue to be heard in the dances will be in effect tomorrow ’DEBATERS RUN FOR OFFICE
The debators and members of the one’s friends in the Spardi Gras pictures
West via EGO each Saturday at 5 from night.
The Modern Readers’ Group read
the Radio City studios
en, for Speech Department demonstrated their ,1which are being shown.
stud
until the early , Three things to remember, then,
"All Trivia" by Logan P. Smith at
Imagine my surprise when I stopped
part of June, when he will come to a good, economical time this coming active participation in student governthe meeting held Thursday evening,
merit last Tuesday when three active in at the Mission theatre the other night
Hollywood to make a motion picture. Saturday night:
L ibrary of h City
Linn,
Ronald
,
to
,
Wilbur,
see
debators,
Adrian
that
the
"Stand Up and Cheer"
Thereafter his etherings will come from
Men’s Gym.
the affair
4.C.A.’"Theerentder
nominated
were
’
and
Charles
Pinkham
which
is
playing
here
is
much
different
the Pacific Coaq until he is ready
Nine O’clock.
was Winbourne Bryan.
council
next
student
to
from
new
run
for
the
the
film
I
saw
before
it
was
I,, return to New York.
cut.
Student Body Card.
It was pretty badly cut, incidentally, I ate. Mary Boland, Conway Made, Andy
Monday.
The more we bear of those ingenous
The new political set-up demands that thought, and practically the only part Devine, and several ,,then help enorremark, that the ,crihble of Hash makes
the members of the executive council which is left are scenes in which little mously. The story takes pldce in Au,12
Says
about thi- cubicle the more we realize
be students who are now vitally in_ Shirley Temple or Stepin-Fetchit and trails, where everyone is terrorized by a
that our theme s,mt, is "Who’s Freitas
turested in student activities than have the penguin appear. Miss Temple is debonair, engaging outlaw, "Stingaree."
As a helpful warning to college stu- the nominees of the Past. They must be r6ally darling, and utterly steals the The picture is not lacking in d;namic
of the Big Bad Wolf?"
Business
Better
Burdents, the Chicago
acquainted with the new constitution whole show. I think there isn’t another action, mounting suspense, songs, sod a
eau states that students and others trek- and ready to make adjustments that child on the screen who is so completely good cast. Forgive me for tooling the
you,
log employment at A Century of Pro- may arise during;
the experimental unaware of the camera. Stepin-Fetchit public, but to satisfy some of
role of
gress fair in Chicago this summer should workings with
student body activities was particularly good in the picture. Jackie Cooper will play the
not accept any promises that are be - under the new constitution.
His scenes with the penguin were the Stingaree.
Miss Olive Street, member of Dr. ing extended by the World’s Fair Place"Tarzan and His Mate," are planning
In view of these qualifications, the most enjoyable in the show, and whoHolliday’. journalism class has recently meet Bureau being operated in Chitheatre on
Speech Department points with pride to ever conceived the idea of the penguin to arrive at the California
Johnston,
and othbeen appointed as Assistant Advertising cago by a Mr. M. B.
grope SE
those from its number who will run should be given a free subscription to Saturday by their famous
Manager on the Porterville Evening Re- cr such bureaus,
all our better magazines in appreciation swings, etc. The story is just a continfor office at the coming elections.
The Chicago Better Business Bureau
we
corder for the summer.
for saving the picture.
uation of the first film in which
It is seldom that any student of states farther that the whole idea is will be unknown.
Coming to the Mission theatre on saw Johnny Weismuller exhibit his
Journalism is given such an important merely a fraud, soliciting a fee of $2.00
The bureau is not connected with the Sunday is "Stingaree," with the same splendid physique. It concerns the added
position before finishing the course. to register the applicants. Fake addres- fair officially and has been exposed as leads as the one we saw in "Cimeron,"
Maurine
experiences of Tarzan and
jungle
However, such students as Miss Street ses are awl and from the addresses the a fraud by Chicago newspapers, the Un- not so long ago. Richard Dix
does one O’Sullivan, his mate, In their
are recognized for their exceptional abil- applicants’ letters are forwarded to an- ited States postal authiiiities, as well of his infrequently good
parts, and home. More elephants, more ivory
other
addretel in order that the faker as the business bureau.
ity and awarded accordingly.
Irene Dunn plays his beautiful enamor- tusks, more grapevines.
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